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Born to watch the ethical trial of medical experimentations, nowadays bioethics is considered essentially a health issue, but due to great developments in bioethical technology, it also touches upon other issues of life, such as diseases, doctor-patient relationships. These were the topics that Professor Claudio Buccelli, Director of the Naples University Federico II Ethics Committee "Carlo Romano" and Head of the International Office for Bioethics Research of the European Centre for Bioethics and Quality of Life - UNESCO Chair in Bioethics Italian Unit, presented during the Press conference.

"The world goes round quickly, history develops fast, new biological realities and social relationships related to environment, health, people overlook with problems unimaginable in the past while old questions are waiting for new solutions. Bioethics can and should give appropriate answers to all this. Not playing politics or interfering. That's the challenge that comes from Naples since 40 years ago the birth of that brilliant idea suggesting that thinking over bioethics was the science of surviving and a bridge to the future."
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